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Abstract: In this paper the background of the existing state of the steganographic research works have been discussed. The main
categories of steganographic algorithms are covered in this survey. It encompasses all technical concepts which are used in this
thesis and explains their nature along with current advancements. The scrambling techniques, like Arnold Transform and
Lorenz Chaotic map - used for pre-processing the secret, have also been discussed. Along with these, Edge Detection of Image,
QR Decomposition of Linear Algebra, Visual Cryptography, Cocktail Party Problem, Natural Language Processing, Parts-ofSpeech (POS) Tagger and RSA Encryption Technique are also emphasized for the strong background support.
Keywords: Visual Cryptography, Cocktail Party Problem, Natural Language Processing, Parts-of-Speech (POS) Tagger and
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The LSB substitution algorithm exploits the fact that human eye can’t perceive small changes [1]. This algorithm states least
significant bit of every byte of an image is substituted with secret message bit. In this process a secret key can be used as Stego key
which is shared between sender and receiver – this is used during data encoding and decoding [2]. In [3], author has proposed a
technique where not only LSB is used to hide data but 2 bit, 3bit and 4 bit LSB can also be used to hide data. In [4], author has
shown that by 5 bit LSB substitution, secret message starts revealing its existence. In the following sections different methods of
steganography are discussed.
A. Edge Detection Based
Edges of an image can be defined as sharp brightness change or discontinuities in intensity [5]. To detect edges in an image, three
approaches can be taken:
1) Gradient
2) Second derivative operator
3) Gaussian
Gradient or Hamilton operator is a vector operator. This operator is denoted by  named as delta. Gradient has different meaning
and utilities in mathematics. In simplest form it means ‘slope’. In image processing this is used for 2-dimensional vector like f(x, y)
and gradient (gr) can be defined by equation (1).
gr = ∇f(x, y) =
If f =

and f =

(1)

then the magnitude and direction of gr can be defined by equation(2) and equation (3) respectively.
‖gr‖ =

f +f

∠gr = tan

(2)
(3)

To detect the edges by Gradient method, it is required to compute maximum and minimum in the first derivative of the image. There
are some popular techniques in this Gradient method like Robert, Sobel, and Prewitt operator.
In the second derivative operator, it searches for zero crossing in second derivative to find edges. There are two methods in this
approach - Laplacian and second directional derivative.
In Gaussian method, edge detection takes the advantage of Gaussian smoothing filter to detect edge in the direction of steepest
change [6-7]. In [8] author has proposed a method where an edge image is created using hybrid edge detector composed of canny
edge operator and fuzzy edge detector. In this paper edge image is divided into pixel blocks and variable LSB technique applied to
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different pixel blocks. Another approach is discussed in [9] where region of data embedding is selected using pixel differencing and
steganography is done using LSBM i.e. LSB Matching. There is a difference between LSB and LSBM approach, where if the bit of
secret message doesn’t match with LSB then +1 or -1 randomly done over the pixel value. In [10] one more approach has proposed
where canny edge detector is used to detect edges and pseudorandom number is used to generate secret key to embed data in edge
pixel and non-edge pixel using XOR operation. In [11] LSBM is used in accordance to edge image created by Sobel Operator.
B. Histogram Based
Histogram is a graphical demonstration of numeric data distribution (see NIST). It gives probability distribution of continuous
variable. The histogram of a digital image i.e. the distribution of grey level can be denoted by following discrete function (4) and
shown in Figure 1.
( )=
; = 0,1, . . , − 1
(4)
Where

is the kth grey level and

is the number of pixels in the image having grey level

, M is number of grey levels.
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Figure 1 Grey Level Representation in Histogram of an Image
Histogram is an important technique for improving the contrast [12]. A method which uses histogram of cover image to embed data
has been proposed in [13]. In [14] authors have proposed another method of information hiding using histogram shifting.
C. Discrete cosine Transformation (DCT)
In mathematical function space, continuous function can be portrayed as linear combination of basis functions. By this way, an
image in transform domain can be depicted as linear combination of basis images. Discrete cosine Transformation is a successful
signal transformation technique. DCT decomposes an image into series of cosine functions. Initially image is divided into 8x8 pixel
block and on each pixel block two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D DCT) is applied which results a 8x8 matrix of DCT
coefficients. There are different types of DCT available, among those two-dimensional DCT is often used to transform an image
from spatial domain to frequency domain [15]. In 2D DCT, one dimensional DCT is performed two times - first in the x direction,
followed by y direction. The formulation of the two-dimensional DCT for an input image C with i rows and j columns and the
output image D has been given in equation (5):
D

=a a ∑

∑

C cos

(

)

cos

(

)

(5)

Where,

a =

√

, x=0
, 1 ≤ x ≤M−1

a =

√

, y=0
, 1≤ y ≤ N−1

Inverse two-dimensional DCT is also available to reverse the application of 2D-DCT on any image. That has been defined in
equation (6):
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C =∑

∑

a a D cos

(

)

cos

(

)

(6)

Where 0 ≤ i ≤ M − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
DCT converts the input to a linear summation of weighted basis functions [16], which are nothing but frequency.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2 (a) DCT Coefficient (b) Left Corner (White) is DC Component and Rest (Black) is Ac Component
In Figure 2(b), the coefficient of top left corner is called direct current term known as DC coefficient or DC basis function which is
constant in nature. This DC coefficient defines the average grey level of the image block. The rest 63 coefficients out of 64 basis
functions are called alternating current term known as AC coefficients which represents grey scale change in the image block[1718]. AC coefficients hold low frequency details of an image.
DCT is difficult in computation rather than other transforms like Discrete Fourier Transform but it has the advantage that less
number of DCT coefficients are sufficient to approximate an image.
In [19-20], a method of embedding text message has been described at least significant bit (LSB) of DC coefficient in DCT of
cover image. In [21], another method is proposed where an image message is Huffman encoded and then embedded at LSB of DC
coefficient in DCT of cover image. In [22], another technique is described to embed secret image only on those DCT coefficients
which are above threshold value which have been decided by the authors. Here authors have used 1, 2 and 4 LSB replacement to
embed secret data in the DCT coefficient values using threshold selected by the authors themselves.
In [23] a method of image steganography using DCT where at first DCT is performed on cover image followed by secret is
embedded in the mid band frequency coefficients of DCT. In [24] authors have used LSB technique to embed secret followed by
DCT to quantize and finally performed run-length encoding to create compressed stego image.
D. Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT)
In frequency domain steganography, images are first transformed from spatial domain to frequency domain and then secret message
is embedded into the transformed cover image. There are popular spatial to frequency domain transform functions available for
example, Discrete Cosine Transform and Discrete Wavelet Transform.
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is performed on discrete data sets to produce discrete outputs. Transforming signals and data
vectors by DWT is a process that resembles the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). For this purpose Fourier transform (FT) was the
first choice before [25]. But FT cannot determine at what instant a particular frequency rises. This problem was solved by Short
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) by using a sliding window concept to provide both time and frequency information. But still
another problem persists: The length of window limits the resolution in frequency. Wavelet transform seems to solve this problem
[26-27].
The most elementary waveform, called “mother wavelet” denoted by ψ (t), with a specific scaling parameter is translated to a set of
versions to explain each high frequency sub-band. Another elementary waveform, called “father wavelet” (or scaling function)
denoted by φ (t) translated to a set of versions to explain each low frequency sub-band [28].
Wavelet transform can be done in 2 ways: Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT). In CWT,
Wavelets can be created from a single prototype wavelet called mother wavelet by dilations and shifting. Whereas, Discrete Wavelet
Transform uses filter bank to analyze and rebuilt signals. The main feature of DWT is Multi-resolution analysis (MRA) which
analyzes the signal at different frequencies giving different resolutions [29].
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There are different types of wavelet transforms available like Haar, Daubechies, Coiflet, and Legendre. Here the oldest form of
wavelet transform (i.e. Haar wavelet transform) has been applied. Haar wavelet is the compact, dyadic and orthonormal wavelet
transform [30]. The high-pass decomposition filter for Haar Wavelet Transform which is dilated and reflected from mother wavelet
by the scaling function which is given in equation (7):
1, if 0 ≤ x < 1
φ(x) =
(7)
0, otherwise
The Haar wavelet’s mother function is defined by equation 8:
ψ(x) = φ(2x) − φ(2x − 1)
(8)
where,
1
⎧ 1,
0≤x<
2
⎪
1
ψ(x) =
≤x<1
⎨−1,
2
⎪
⎩ 0,
otherwise
The Haar transform can be performed in several levels. The 1 level Haar, denoted by H1 can be defined as in equation 9:
(a |d )
f
n
where f is a signal with length 2 represented as

(9)

f = (x , x , x , … . , x )
a1 is the approximation coefficient and can be represented as
x +x x +x
x
+x
=
,
,...,
√2
√2
√2
and d1 is the detailed coefficient represented as
x −x x −x
x
−x
d =
,
,...,
√2
√2
√2
The H1 has an inverse which maps the transform (a |d ) back to f by the following formulae:
a +d a −d
a ⁄ +d ⁄ a ⁄ −d ⁄
f=
,
,..,
,
√2
√2
√2
√2
(10)
Likewise, 2 level Haar transform (denoted by H2), can be defined as:
f

(a |d |d )

(11)

(a |d ), a
where f
(a , d )
3 level Haar transform, denoted by H3, can be defined as:
f

(a |d |d |d )

(12)

(a |d ), a
where f
(a , d ), a
(a , d )
The Haar wavelet transform can be decomposed into two stages. First step is along the x-axis and next step is along the y-axis. The
2D signal (here image) is divided into four bands: LL (left-top), HL (right-top), LH (left-bottom) and HH (right-bottom) shown in
Figure 3. The HL band signifies variation along the x-axis and the LH band reveals the y-axis variation. The LL band is more
compact and contains more approximation details of the signal. For data hiding purpose this sub-band is very popular.

Figure 3 Three level DWT decomposition
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4 (a) and (b) Original Colour Image and 2 level DWT of that image
3 level decomposition of a 2D signal has been shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 demonstrates 2 level dwt of the image.
In [31] authors have described a DWT method of image steganography for gray scale images. There authors have proposed a
method to embed a secret image onto a cover image by using 2 levels DWT. In [32] authors have proposed another method of image
steganography where they used 2 level DWT and traditional LSB substitution method of steganography. In [33] authors have
proposed an image steganography method for JPEG images using an embedding coefficient and swapping technique for embedding
message image. In [34] authors have proposed a DWT based image steganography method where secret image is encrypted using
RSA algorithm.
E. Visual Cryptography
Visual Cryptography (VC) is a special technique of data hiding in visual objects like images where decryption can be done by
human visual system (HVS) only. It doesn’t require any computing machine to decode [35]. In this paper, authors have
demonstrated a visual secret sharing technique where an image can be sliced into n shares. Some predefined set of participants, who
bag all the n shares, can decode the secret message. This scheme was modelled as (k, n) problem or k out of n secret sharing
problem. This technique works as follows:
Every single pixel is splits into sub-pixels. If a monochrome image is taken as a source image, then pixels of the image are either
black or white. In ‘2 out of 2’ scheme, each pixel can be subdivided into 4 sub-pixels. It is shown in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5 (a), (b) and (c) Horizontal, Vertical and Diagonal shares
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A white pixel can be shared by any two identical arrays of the list. A black pixel can be shared by any two complimentary arrays of
the list. Any single share is a combination of 2 black and 2 white sub-pixels which is grey in appearance.
In (k, n) problem, all n shares has same importance and secret message can be decoded by any k shares out of n. In [36] authors
have proposed a General Access Structure for VC. In this scheme, the n shares are divided into two subsets: qualified and forbidden
subsets depending on importance of shares. Any k shares from qualified subset can be used for secret message decoding. But no
shares from forbidden subset can be used for decoding. The pair of qualified and forbidden subset is known as Access Structure.
In [37] secret message is divided into two shares using visual cryptography scheme. Then share 1 and share 2 embedded onto cover
image by selected LSB substitution method. In [38] authors have described a LSB Steganography scheme where the message digest
is calculated using traditional MD5 algorithm and added to message. Then the appended message is encrypted using traditional AES
algorithm and embedded on the cover image using LSB Steganography scheme. In [39] authors first created stego object using LSB
substitution method with genetic algorithm. On the stego-object authors have applied visual cryptography to provide a Resistance
Secure Algorithm. In [40] a double layer security system has been proposed. In this scheme secret message is divided into two
shares, and then these two shares are embedded onto two different cover image using LSB method in DCT domain to create stegoobject. In [41] authors has proposed same method as [42] but the only difference is secret message is encrypted using RSA before
the Steganography and VC. In [43] secret message first encrypted using DES algorithm then the cipher is embedded using modified
bit encoding technique in the reference database.
F. Lorenz Chaotic Encryption
The theory of Chaos is a broad topic in mathematics [44]. When anyone thinks about a chaotic system first thing comes into mind is
“Unpredictability”. But deterministic chaos is different than human intuition. If someone wants to describe shape of flickering flame
or the shape of water of thrashing rocky river which is impossible without concept of chaos. The chaos theory deals with the
deterministic systems, i.e. a system with no random inputs and the future state is fully determined by their initial conditions. But the
randomness arises because a chaos system is highly sensitive to its initial conditions [45]. Lorenz has devised a model of three
deferential equations known as Lorenz equations shown in equations (13), (14) and (15).
=

( − )

(13)

= ( − )−

(14)

=

(15)

−

where x, y, and z are the attribute of system state, t is time and

are the system parameters

Now the question arises, why to use chaos in cryptography? The answer lies in the crux of cryptography. The strength of
cryptography is the secret keys which are used for encryption. As discussed before, chaos system is highly sensitive to its initial
conditions and system parameters. Therefore, the encryption and decryption keys can be obtained by choosing chaos parameters as
keys [46].
As per [47] there are two concept of chaos cryptology –
1) To directly conceal plain text by random keys generated by chaos system
2) To create cipher text by using plain text as initial condition of chaos system.
In this paper first concept has been used.
Suppose, P (n) is the plain text, K (n) is the chaos sequence and C (n) is the cipher text. Therefore, the encryption and decryption
algorithm can be devised as in equations (16) and (17) respectively:
C (n) = P (n) ⊕ K (n)
(16)
P (n) = C (n) ⊕ K (n)
(17)
This scheme has shown very good improvement of speed and security over traditional encryption methods.
In [48] a chaotic encryption technique has been proposed for JPEG images using Logistic Chaotic Sequence. In [49] authors have
proposed an image encryption technique using two chaotic systems. In [50] authors have proposed a technique which is used chaotic
system to Image encryption and decryption technique.
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G. Arnold’s Transform
Arnold’s Transform or cat map is a chaotic bi-directional map. A chaotic map is an evaluation function which demonstrates some
sort of chaotic nature, as seen in the below transformation function in equation 18.
: 2 2 given by,
: (m, n) (2m+n, m+n) mod 1
(18)
An image is collection of pixels in row and column arrangement, which can be organized in square or non-square shape.
If Arnold transform is applied to an image, it scrambles the image by ‘N’ times iteration, which makes the image imperceptible.
Hence scrambling an image can be a pre-processing step of data hiding technique.
Traditionally Arnold transform can be applied only for square matrices, however later it has been improvised to apply on any matrix,
by the below equation (19):

 a'  1 1  a 
 
  mod M
 b'  1 2  b 

where a,b ∈ {0,1,2,..,M-1}

(19)

Here (a, b) is the pixel of original image and (a’, b’) is the pixel of transformed image. M is the order of image matrix.
The most important feature of cat map is that it randomizes the image by some iteration cycle. This is actually a periodic cycle i.e.
after repeated Arnold transformation scrambled image turns back to original image [51].

Figure 6 Representation of point (a, b) sheared to point (a’, b’)
The point (a, b) is essentially sheared in x axis and y axis to get (a’, b’). The mod M is required to restore the original M x M image.

 a  a  b 
b   b 
  


 a  a 
b    a  b 
  


a  a 
b   b 
   

(20)

(i) Function to shear in x axis (ii) Function to shear in y axis (iii) Modulo function
For an image, the iterations could be expressed as follows:
i=0: 0 (m,n) = Input image (m,n)
i=1:

1

(m,n) =

0

(mod(2m+n,Q), mod(m+n,Q))

..
(mod(2m+n,Q),mod(m+n,Q))
..
..
i=j: output image (m,n)= j (m,n)
i=k:

k

(m,n) =

k-1

(21)

Arnold transformation is reversible [52]. Reverse Arnold Transformation [53] is to recover original image from scrambled image
and expressed by:

 a'   2 1  a 
 
  mod M
 b'   1 1  b 
(22)
In [53], authors have used Arnold’s cat map to jumble up the image and use it in LSB substitution algorithm of image
steganography. In [54], authors have described that scrambled image can be used in DWT method of image steganography.
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H. Bit Plane Complexity Segmentation
One of the important factors of Image Steganography technique is capacity of secret message. Traditional techniques of LSB
substitutions use only least significant bit (LSB) or sometimes multiple LSB to embed secret data [55]. But repeated testing has
shown that such substitution can carried out till 5th least significant bit at maximum. After 5th bit substitution, secret message starts
revealing its existence which is against the objective of steganography [56]. An experiment has shown that in case of 24 bits’ true
color image, capacity of embedding secret image is 1/8th of the total size. Other popular image steganography method to embed
secret data in transform domain can be carried out either by using Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) or by Discrete Wavelet
Transformation (DWT) techniques. In DCT, the mid-frequency band is explored to embed secret data by comparing nearly
equivalent coefficient values. In DWT, low frequency components hold actual image data, hence high frequency components can be
used to embed secret message data [57]. After analyzing aforementioned traditional techniques, it can be stated that the capacity of
the secret message doesn’t go beyond 10% of the cover image. In [58], authors have explored the concept that human cannot
perceive any change in shape information in a complex binary pattern. That entire section can be replaced with secret message data
in BPCS steganography, thus using this technique capacity of secret data insertion may increase up to 50% original vessel data.
Bit-Plane Complexity Segmentation (BPCS) Steganography was developed by Kawaguchi and Eason in [59-60]. The first step of
BPCS is conversion of normal image to Canonical Gray Code (CGC) from Pure Binary Code (PBC). All natural images are coded
with PBC. However, it has major drawbacks of ‘Hamming Cliff’ which signifies two numerical nearby values may have their bit
representations with larger hamming distance [61]. An example can be drawn using two integers 7 and 8 are represented with PBC
with 4 bits, it comes like – 0111 and 1000. Here hamming distance is 4 which is quite high indicating a small change in pixel values
may reflect much in output. To overcome this problem, it is better to use Gray code which ensures hamming distance among two
successive numbers is always 1. PBC provides much better region for secret data embedding in BPCS. But due to Hamming Cliff
problem, CGC is preferred over PBC in BPCS [70]. Binary code can be easily converted to gray code by using the following
formula: g = g1gk
gk = bk-1 ⨁ bk
(23)
where bk = b1, b2, …bn, b1 is the most significant representation and ⊕ represents XOR operation.
Table 1. Table for comparing Hamming Distance between PBC and CGC
Decimal
Binary
Hamming
Gray
Hamming
Distance
Distance
1
0001
0001
1
2
0010
2
0011
1
3
0011
1
0010
1
4
0100
3
0110
1
5
0101
1
0111
1
6
0110
2
0101
1
7
0111
1
0100
1
8
1000
4
1100
1
The next step of BPCS is to decompose the image into set of bit planes, which is also known as bit plane slicing. An image is
accumulation of pixels. Suppose 1 pixel can be represented by 8 bits - then it can be imagined that the image can be sliced into 8 bit
planes where plane 1 contains all least significant bit (LSB), plane 2 contains all 2nd least significant bits, and likewise plane 8
contains all most significant bits (MSB) as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Bit Plane Slicing an Image
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If an image I is comprised of n bit pixel, those can be disintegrated to a series on n binary images. For gray-scale image, it would be
I = (I1, I2, I3, …. In)
If I is a color image then,
I= (IR1, IR2, …. IRn, IG1, IG2 ,.., IGn, ...IB1, IB2, .., IBn)
(24)
Where IR1, IG1, IB1 is most significant bit (MSB) plane and IRn, IGn, IBn is least significant bit (LSB) plane. The complexity of each bit
plane increases from MSB to LSB monotonically.
Third step of this method is to divide each bit plane into 8x8 consecutive and non-overlapping blocks followed by calculating
complexity of each block. If the complexity of an image block is larger than the threshold (typically 0.3) then that block is regarded
as noise like region. Secret data can be inserted with highest precision in these noise like regions which are the most complex part of
the vessel image and hence very much suitable for data embedding.
Image complexity has been initially defined by the American mathematician George David Birkhoff as number of elements the
image consists of [62]. In [63] authors used black-and-white border’s length of an image as a parameter to formulate image
complexity. The image is treated as complex when border is lengthy, else it can be considered as simple. The black-and-white
border’s entire length is same with total count of differing color by the rows & columns of an image. It is assumed that the image
frame has square 2mx2m pixels where m is 8 to 12 for normal images.
In [64], authors have shown that the minimum number of color changes in an image is 0 and maximum is 2 x 2m x (2m -1). The
Image Complexity denoted by α of mxm binary image has been defined as:
α=

(

)

,0 ≤ α ≤ 1

(25)

where, k denotes black-and-white border’s complete length of the given image.
In BPCS method, image is segmented without any information about its content. Sometimes it may happen that a bit plane is in
between of noisy and informative region. In that case black-and-white border complexity α may depict the block as complex and
embedding data there may reveal its existence at the end. To cope with such issue, in [65] - another 2 complexity measures have
been suggested which are run-length irregularity and border noisiness. If a bit plane has significant run-length irregularity as well as
large border noisiness, it can be treated as complex one.
I. Audio Steganography
In [66], authors have described different spatial and frequency domain techniques of audio steganography. The popular spatial
domain techniques are:
In Least Significant Bit of each audio sample is modified with bits of secret message vector. With the extensive use of this method it
become more prone to attack as well as its embedding capacity is poor compared to others. To cope up with the necessity of
increasing capacity, authors of [67] have proposed an enhanced method of LSB technique where it has been proved 2nd and 3rd
LSB modification doesn’t make audible difference in audio sample.
In [68], authors have suggested another enhancement over LSB technique by shifting LSB modification from 3rd bit to 4th bit
which incur more embedding capacity compared to previous methods of LSB encoding. In parity encoding approach, audio signal is
broken into number of samples [69]. In echo hiding method, a short echo signal is introduced as part of cover audio where secret
message is hidden [70].
The widespread frequency domain techniques are:
In phase coding using psycho acoustic model, a threshold is calculated which can be used as masking threshold [71]. In [72],
authors have used difference between the phase values of the selected component frequencies and their adjacent frequencies of the
cover signal as a medium to hide secret data bits.
This method provides more robustness than the previous approaches.
In [73], Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum is used to hide text data in an audio. In [74], authors have discovered that low spreading
rate improve performance of Spread spectrum audio steganography. Therefore, authors have proposed a technique which decreases
correlation between original signal and spread data signal by having phase shift in each sub-band signal of original audio.
Sub bands of DWT are: Low-Low (LL), Low-High (LH), High-Low (HL), and High-High (HH), as shown in Figure 8. The LL subband describes approximation details.
The HL band demonstrates variation along the x-axis or horizontal details and the LH band demonstrates the y-axis variation or
vertical details [75].
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Figure 8 block diagram of first Level 2D DWT
In [76], authors have proposed a method to create DWT of cover audio and select higher frequency to embed image data using low
bit encoding technique. In [77], authors have decomposed the cover audio signal using Haar DWT and then choose coefficient to
embed data. This is done using a pre-calculated threshold value to flip data. In [78], secret audio is embedded using synchronizing
code in the low frequency part of DWT of cover audio.
The two-dimensional DCT can be performed by executing one dimensional DCT twice, initially in the x direction, next by y
direction. The formulation of the 2D DCT for an input signal S with i rows and j columns and the output signal T has been given in
equation 26.
M 1 N 1

T x , y  ax a y

 S

ij

i 0 j 0

cos

 (2i  1) x
 (2 j  1) y
cos
2M
2N
(26)

Where 0 

x  M  1 and 0  y  N  1 ;


ax  


1
, where x 0
M
2
, where 1 x  M 1
M


and a y  


1
, where y  0
N
2
, where 1 y  N 1
N

Inverse 2D DCT is also available to transform a frequency domain coefficient to spatial domain signal, as specified in equation 27.
M 1 N 1

Sij    ax ayTxy cos
x  0 y 0

 (2i  1) x
 (2 j  1) y
cos
2M
2N
(27)

Where

0  i  M  1 and 0  j  N  1

DCT can be performed in block by block basis like 4x4, 8x8, 16x16 blocks.

Figure 9 (a) DC and AC Coefficients in 4x4 Block (b) Mid-Band Region of 4x4 block
As shown in Figure 9(a), the top left coefficient is called DC Coefficient holding the approximate value of the whole signal,
normally it has coefficients with zero frequency and remaining 15 coefficients are called AC Coefficients holding most detailed
parameters of the signal, having coefficients with non-zero frequency. There are some DCT coefficients which holds quite similar
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values. Human brains are less sensitive to detect changes where all the elements hold more or less same value. For data hiding
purpose similar values can be selected. This region is known as mid-band region, as shown in the Figure 9 (b).
In [79], authors have used speech signal as cover, where voiced and non-voiced part of the speech are separated by zero crossing
count and short time energy. In [80], authors have decomposed the cover audio in 8x8 non-overlapping block and secret data is
hidden in the DC coefficient and 4th AC coefficient in line. In [81], authors have embedded secret data in the low frequency
component of DCT quantization. In [82], authors have decomposed the cover audio into 8x8 block then each of those blocks
decomposed further into 4x4 frames. Embedding of secret message depends on the difference between first or last two frames.
In [83], authors have used Arnold’s transformation to scramble the image before embedding into the DWT coefficient of cover
audio. In [84-85], authors have proposed data hiding in DWT and DCT domain using SVD where the secret image is scrambled
before embedding. In [86] authors have proposed a new technique of audio steganography using DWT and the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), where speech signals used as cover and secret data is embedded in the un-voiced part using low-pass spectral
properties of the speech magnitude spectrum.
J. Text Steganography
There have been several types of experiments carried out in text steganography. In general, text steganography is categorized as
format-based methods which include purposeful spelling mistakes, unwanted spacing between words, multiple font type and
different font size [87]. Also, there are few methods of format-based steganography to shift a word or even a line to hide secret text
in cover text.
In [88], authors have described a text steganography method to hide data in SMS text. SMS text is a new language of
communication through Short Messaging Service (SMS), text chatting or even email. For example, this language uses EZ for EASY.
With the increasing usage of internet and smart phones, every day huge volume of data is generated through text chat and/or SMS.
Therefore, sending secret data by SMS text doesn’t attract much attention which makes this type of exchange more robust than
others.
In [89], the author has discussed a text steganography method which depends on the fact that UK and USA use same word with
different spellings like COLOUR and COLOR. Utilizing this fact, the secret text data is embedded in the cover text and retrieved.
The fact that “UK and USA use English language differently” again applied in [90]. Here the authors have used different words for
describing the same object as JUMPER and SWEATER. Depending on number of changes in cover text, secret embedding, and
retrieval is done. Currently, with the boom of internet technology people often use emotional icons (a.k.a. emoticons) to express
their feelings. In [91], the authors have proposed a method of hiding text in these emoticons. The authors of [92] have suggested a
new method where secret message is encrypted by EX-OR in cover text and reordered using 8-bit random key. However, this
method can embed only a set of characters within another set of characters as cover, which is not any meaningful text. Also, secret
text positions can be easily identified even without key. In [93], the secret message is stored in Sudoku puzzle, which is sent by
SMS through mobile phones.
In [94] arithmetic code has been used to create a new method of steganography. However, the disadvantage lies in the size of secret
message, hence this method would be successful only for the short secret messages. In [95], the authors have used combination of
three coding schemes like BWT (Burrows Wheeler Transform), MTF (Move to Front) and LZW (Lempel–Ziv–Welch) for better
compression. Secret data is embedded in the email id.
There are also some intuitive methods available in [96]. Here two of such examples have been discussed. In the first example, the
second letter of every word which is specially created as cover text, contains letters of secret, as follows “Again boating? At forest mind intelligent advice! Circumvent lakeside”
If the second letter of every word given above is jotted down, it reads as - “gotoindia”.
After formatting, the embedded secret message reveals as “go to India”.
The second variation is to write the secret message vertically and the steganographer needs to complete each line meaningfully, like
following cover text “Meeting with every friend is a catastrophe to be held by chance of luck as birthday is in the winter frosty day of January, in the
year of 2018”
For the above cover text, the secret message can be jotted down by comprising first word of each line as “Meeting is held in
January”.
In [97], a method has been described which encodes alphabet set (A-Z) with two digits or even five-digit code to embed secret data
in the cover text. In [98], secret message is compressed using LZW compression technique, later the message is embedded in email
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text by substituting the color code, according to predefined color table. The advantage of this approach is high embedding capacity
however it compromises the security. As the color table needs to be shared with the recipient, hence anyone having the color table
can decode the secret message easily. In [99], authors have selected few words from cover text which have synonyms. Then
Huffman code for the synonyms have been generated, followed by synonym substitution is made by matching secret message and
synonym database. In [100], depending on a predefined distortion function, a distortion metric is calculated for the synonym
sequence of the cover text. Then based on this distortion function, synonyms of secret are substituted in the cover.
In [101], authors have first encrypted the secret message using ‘Data Encryption Standard’ (DES) algorithm. Here the cover is
dynamically generated from the Hexadecimal character of encrypted message using a predefined look up table substitution. Though
this approach has novelty, however it lacks capacity. Moreover, as the cover text is not pre-defined, hence there is no way to test
visual changes in Stego text with respect to cover. In [102], secret message is transformed into binary stream and then embedded
into cover text using white space and extended line. Though the capacity of this method is good, however it is a widely known
method and long messages cannot be embedded by this approach.
K. Video Steganography
Least Significant Bit (LSB) approach is traditional spatial domain approach of steganography. In this approach the cover video is
decomposed into number of frames and a designated frame converted to an image. Now the Least Significant Bit of each byte of
that image is modified depending on the secret bit to be embedded.
The most popular technique of steganography is Least Significant Bit (LSB) modification technique. This LSB technique has been
also utilized in video steganography by different approaches. Authors described a hash-based technique of LSB which is popularly
abbreviated as HLSB technique [103]. Authors have specified that the hash function can be used to find out LSB position where the
secret data will be stored [104].
Hash function is a function h: P→Q where the domain P={0,1}^* and Q={0,1}^n for some n≥1.
In [105] stated that, hash function compresses any arbitrary length numerical input to a fixed length numerical output as shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10 Hash Function
There are broadly two types of hash functions keyed hash function and un-keyed hash function shown in Figure 11. Keyed hash
function requires a secret key and it is mainly used to create message digest. It has enormous application in message authentication.
Popular hash functions are Message Digest (MD5) and Secure Hash Function (SHA).
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The hash function used in HLSB is called un-keyed hash function as it does not require any secret key. Specifically, One Way Hash
Function is used here as it can be defined independently so far it meets the definition of hash function. Hash function as [106]:
ℎ= %
(28)
Where h is the LSB position where the hidden bit will be stored, m is the position of hidden bit in the message byte, n is the number
of LSB used to hide data

Figure 11 Different Types of Hash Functions

Authors have calculated R by a random number generator algorithm and skip R number of byte to select the message byte to be
hidden next [107].
Authors have discussed an approach called ‘Random Byte Hiding’ where a random number N is chosen to select the byte of a frame
to be embedded [108-109]. If the highest pixel value of each line of the specific frame is X, then it will select X+N position to store
the secret information. In other case N-Y can be chosen for information hiding, in that case N will be higher than 256 so that N-Y
not goes to negative. This random number is shared with intended recipient so that the message can be extracted from the stego
object. Authors in [110] used the secret is in text format and authors in [111] used message is in video format.
In [112] audio is used as secret. Here a random number generator is required to select the frame of the video where the secret data
will be stored . Once the frame is selected, secret data is embedded in the red component of selected video frame using LSB
modification technique. In [113] authors have encrypted the secret message which is in image format using Symmetric Key
Encryption technique . In symmetric key encryption technique, a single key is used for encryption and decryption. Therefore, here
author has decided one encryption key which has been shared with intended recipient for decryption as well. Here XOR is used as
symmetric key encryption technique. First secret message is encrypted through XOR using encryption key. Then encoded in LSB of
the selected frame in BGRRGBGR pattern where R, G, B are Red, Green, Blue color value of the pixel.
Neural Networks or Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) resembles the methods that are based on mathematical model of human
brain. A standard ANN is composed of many connected processors called neurons [114]. A Neural Network can be thought of as a
network of Neurons arranged in layers. There is an input layer which is also known as predictor and output layer which is known as
forecast. Each predictor attached to some coefficients known as ‘weight’. These weights are adjustable parameters. The weighted
sum of input comprises activation of the neurons. This is called linear regression of ANN. If a new intermediate hidden layer is
introduced which would work as transfer function, then the system becomes non-linear. The activation signal passes through
transfer function and produces a single output [115]. To configure the ANN such that it can produce intended set of output from
given set of input, one must train the ANN through feeding teaching rule. After training it should perform accordingly. This is called
supervised learning if the training set specifies the mechanism of what to perform upon getting what type of data. Otherwise if the
teacher or supervisor is not available, only sample inputs are available and ANN itself discovers the pattern that is called
unsupervised learning. Authors have used ANN for embedding and extraction of data in a video file [116]. Here NN is trained to
perform XOR, select the symmetric key and bit position.
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Motion Vectors are used to represent the Macroblock in a picture which is in another position of another reference picture. it is a
key element of motion estimation of a video. Motion vectors can have different attributes like amplitude, phase angle etc.
Authors have been described a method of video steganography where secret message embedded in motion vector by perturbing their
motion estimation process [117]. Here the author has utilized the fact that the local optimality is an important quality of motion
vector which ensures block-based motion estimation. It is known that local optimality is the solution to the local optimization
problem which chooses either maximal or minimal values among the neighboring set of optimal solutions [118]. In [119] authors
described another approach of using local optimality through creating a search area composed of all candidate motion vectors . Then
evaluating whole search area to select least contributing motion vector to hide the secret data.
In [120] authors defined a distortion function is using Motion Characteristic, Local Optimality and Statistical Distribution of motion
vectors which is applied to macro block’s motion to embed secret data onto cover video . It exploits the fact that the modifications
in rich motion areas are less sensitive to draw human attention. This technique also uses two layered syndrome-trellis codes (STC)
to reduce embedding impact on practical embedding implementation.
In [121] authors stated that linear block codes are used to embed secret data in motion vectors of cover video. Linear block codes
are linear in nature, means the summation of any two linear code word is also a code word. This reduces the medication rate of
motion vectors.
Motion vectors can have some uncertainty in estimating motion. If the uncertainty is higher it is more suitable for modification as
the distortion cannot make perceivable difference in human vision. In [122] authors have utilized this fact . Let h and v denotes the
horizontal and vertical component of motion vectors, then the embedding of data can be performed by equation (29).
( )=
(ℎ + )
(29)
where ( ) returns all the motion vectors and LSB stands for Least Significant Bit.
Motion vectors have some exceptional features of robustness, security, and blind detection. In [123] authors have utilized this fact to
conceal the data in the optimal component of motion vector using matrix encoding technique . Optimal component can be horizontal
or vertical component. Motion vectors can be divided into two components: horizontal and vertical component, as shown in
equation (30)
=

_

+

(30)

_

Where,
respectively.
_ and
_ represent horizontal component and vertical component of motion vector
If the value of horizontal component is zero that incur the direction of movement of Macroblock is vertical, vice versa. Horizontal
component of motion vector is very sensitive. It induces perceivable difference in slight modification. Therefore, in this paper secret
message is embedded in motion vector by using phase angle ( ) as given in equation 31.
= tan

_
_

(31)

In [124] authors have find out the luminance component of each Macroblock of P and B frames and embed the secret information in
the luminance differences of each Macroblock of cover video.
In [125] authors have described a method of creating motion histogram using PCRM (Pixel Change Ratio Map) and embedding
secret data in the motion histogram. PCRM demonstrates the intensity of motion in a video sequence . It exploits the fact that human
can only perceive the motion if the motion intensity is high and it persist for long time as stated in [126].
In [127] authors have proposed a method of hiding message data in a best possible motion vector when
> , T is the threshold
value . Authors have defined following Lagrangian cost function 9as given in equation 32) to estimate the cost of the motion to
choose the best possible motion vector [128].
=
+ λ.
(32)
In [129] author defines the sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is a quality measure of video . It is used for block matching and
motion vector calculations. This adds up absolute differences between the candidate and reference block elements.
∑
= ∑
, −
,
(33)
Where, , is the element of candidate block;
is
the
element
of
reference
block;
,
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The variable λ is a dummy variable called a “Lagrange multiplier” used to find maxima and minima of a multivariate
function ( , , … ). Here λ allows for a trade-off between motion vector rate and texture rate. r is the motion rate to encode the
motion information.
The best motion vector is determined by minimizing the motion cost function in eq.(a) for all unique vectors of the final set. In [130],
authors have modified the above-mentioned approach using mean shift algorithm for motion object detection . Here the algorithm of
secret embedding is same, but the embedding is done only on moving objects. These objects are tracked by mean shift algorithm.
In [131] authors defined Mean shift algorithm which is a popular pattern matching algorithm . Here metric coefficient is used to
measure similarity between target and reference. At every step object shifts and that is tracked by to detect moving object. In this
approach each macroblock is partitioned into smaller partitions which is called partition mode (PM). PMs can be 1st level and 2nd
level. 1st level PM contains blocks of size 16×16, 16×8or 8 × 16and 2nd level PM contains block sizes equal to or less than 8×8.
( )=( . … )
ℙ=
(34)
Where is an inter-frame containing n inter-macroblocks
In [132] authors applied Syndrome Trellis Code (STC) to embed secret message . STC is binary linear convolution code represented
by parity–check matrix. Every code word of STC, = { ∈ {0,1} |ℍ = 0} where the parity-check matrixℍ ∈ {0,1} , n is the
length of STC and m is co-dimension
Authors stated that the application of STC in steganography is very useful as it minimizes the additive noise improving the stego
quality as well as increase the embedding rate . This method is called perturbed because Macroblock partitioning is perturbed
during inter-frame coding.
In [133-134] authors discussed a method of video steganography where DCT (Discreet Cosine Transform) has been performed on
all the frames of the video and secret data is embedded in the higher order coefficient of the DCT .
In [135] authors used DWT (Discreet Wavelet transform) to embed secret data which is BCH encoded before embedding. BCH
((Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem) is a cyclic error correcting binary code.
Author defines that an (n,k) BCH code encodes k bits message into n bits code word [136]. Suppose the message is denoted by m(x),
and then a polynomial g(x) can be created by . . ( ( ), ( ) … , ( )) where = 2
= 2 −1
Now the m(x) can be divided by g(x) and remainder is stored in r(x). Now the whole BCH encoded message will be, E(x) = m(x)
+r(x).
In [137] authors also have used DWT to embed secret data which is BCH encoded only in face region of the frames of the cover
video . This face region is detected by Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker which searches Harris Corners in the facial regions. In
[138] and [139] authors have used same algorithm. However, they have embedded BCH encoded secret data in DCT coefficient of
YUV space of cover video.
In [140] authors have utilized the Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) which is used in H.264. Here the parity of
trailing ones is checked, if found even then the code word is 0 otherwise . In this algorithm, the data embedding is done using the
code word.
In [141] another methods were used where message is converted into byte code and then embedded into the carrier video file which
is an uncompressed AVI file. In [142] authors used 1 LSB,2 LSB and 4 LSB method to hide image and text behind a cover video
file using authentication key . Moreover, they have done forensic check to enhance data security.
In [143] an innovative idea of video steganography has been proposed utilizing Cuckoo Search (CS) Algorithm which is motivated
by breeding behavior of cuckoos . Authors have chosen RGB values of cover frame by CS optimization algorithm and then using 33-2 LSB approach secret bit is embedded in cover frame. The first 3 bits of secret byte is embedded in least 3 significant bits of R
component, next three bits of secret byte embedded in the 3 significant bits of G component and remaining 2 bits of secret byte
embedded in least 2significant bits of B component.
In [144] authors have first encrypted the secret message using RSA algorithm . For first 4 bits of encrypted secret message
embedded in the edge pixel of randomly selected video frame using 4LSB modification algorithm. The remaining 4 bits of secret
message is embedded in non-edge pixel of randomly selected video frame using 7pair based identical match technique. This 7pairs
based identical match technique says if there are 7 pair of identical bits among secret message byte and cover frame byte then author
just keeping note of it otherwise using 2 LSB is used to hide bits of secret message.
In [145] authors have used Local Binary pattern (LBP) to embed secret message in the chosen cluster of cover frame of the video.
The fundamental idea of LBP is to sum up the local structure in an image by comparing each pixel with its neighborhood. For this
purpose, authors have first created cluster of cover frame. Clustering is a method of partitioning group of data points into a small
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number of clusters. This has been done by k-means clustering algorithm. It is an unsupervised learning algorithm specifically used
in data mining and machine learning purposes. The first step of this algorithm is to determine the number of cluster k and assume
the centroid of these clusters. Then in the next step determine the distance of each object from the centroid. At the final step, one
need to group the objects based on minimum distance.
In [146], a joint approach (JA) has been proposed for video steganography using irreversible and reversible methods. In irreversible
methods of data hiding original cover is unavailable once data hiding is done whereas in reversible method cover can be recovered
from the Stego after extracting the secret message. In [147], a video has been embedded inside another video using linked list
method. The linked list method is used by embedding the byte of information inside one 3*3 pixel, the address of the location of
next byte of information should be embedded next to it. In [148], authors have used EMD – efficient modular arithmetic to propose
a new technique of embedding namely Improved Matrix Embedding (IME).
Authors in [149] have embedded secret through traditional LSB approach but frame selection is done through a novel approach of
entropy evaluation. Entropy is evaluated by following equation:
( ) log
( )
= −∑
(35)
Where, GL is gray level of the frame, P (d) is the probability of existence of gray level. Here authors have identified N high entropy
valued frame and split the secret in N parts. After that data embedding is done. In [150], another new technique of data hiding in
video has been discussed to reduce distortion drift using Multi-view coding video, which is a video compression standard that
includes efficient encoding. Authors in [151] have used neighbouring similarity method for video steganography. First the frames
are generated then the histograms of those frames are drawn, and peak point is identified. From original frames prediction error is
calculated. By using peak point and prediction error secret message is embedded in the specific frame. In [152], a non-uniform
rectangular portioning algorithm has been used to embed a secret video of same size into a cover video. In [153], authors have
proposed an interesting method than the previous ones. Here the secret is encoded using Hamming codes (n, k). Then by using
object tracking algorithm Region of Interest (ROI) which is motion object is identified. At last the encoded message is embedded in
1st and 2nd LSB of RGB pixel components for all motion objects in the cover video. In [154], authors have worked in video
steganography in accordance with video watermarking scheme. In [155], existing methods of video steganography have been used
for integrity, privacy, and version control of confidential documents. In [156], authors have used traditional pixel value differencing
technique of steganography. They also improvised this technique by Enhanced pixel value differencing (EPVD) and try-way pixel
value differencing (TPVD) techniques. In traditional PVD method, cover image is partitioned into two non-overlapping blocks of
pixels. Then pixel value differences are calculated between two sets of pixels. The blocks with small differences locate in the
smooth region and big differences lies in the sharp edge area. As per human visual perception, eyes can tolerate changes at sharp
areas rather than smooth areas. So, the embedding is done in the high difference range in the PVD. In [157], the secret message is
segmented into blocks. Then the blocks are embedded in the pseudo-random locations of cover video frame generated by reordering of secret keys. In [158], secret data has been embedded using LSB technique at the frame where scene changes take place.
Histogram difference technique detects scene changes.
In [159], authors have proposed a compressed video secure steganography (CVSS) technique where secret data is embedded in the
DC coefficient of the scene change point. In [160], Elliptic Curve Cryptography has been applied to encrypt secret data. Then this
encrypted data is hidden in the cover object using Sudoku Matrix by Genetic Algorithm. In [161], authors have performed DCT on
cover frame, then the trailing coefficient of each quantized DCT block is obtained to embed secret information.
L. Commonly Used Quality Metrics
In this section commonly used Quality metrics for Image, Audio and Video are discussed.
M. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
PSNR represents the ratio between maximum power of test signal and the power of reference signal in decibels. It is calculated in
terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE) which is the average squared difference between a reference and noisy signal. It is given by the
below equation –

 Max sf 2 
PSNR  10 log10 

 MSE 

(36)
Where, Maxsf is maximum signal value or maximum fluctuation in the input audio data type or MAX is the maximum pixel value
of cover image (e.g. for 8-bit unsigned integer data type, Maxsf is 255) and MSE is the Mean Squared Error, which is given by -
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MSE 

1 m 1 n 1
2
SRef  STest 


mn i 0 j0

(37)

Where, SRef represents original signal; STest represents degraded signal; m and n represent numbers of rows and columns of the
signal matrix respectively; i represents index of row and j represents index of column.
N. Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)
SSIM is a measurement of similarity of structural content, calculated through luminance, contrast and structural differences between
two signals . If the structural content of two signals are exactly same, then the value turned to be 1 otherwise it would be <1. SSIM
can be represented as equation (38).

SSIM  S, E  

 2μ Sμ E  c1  2σSE  c 2 

μ

2
S



 μ 2E  c1 σS2  σ 2E  c 2

(38)



Where μS and μE are the mean of reference signal S and distorted signal E respectively; σS and σE are the standard deviation of S and
E; σSE is correlation of S and E.
O. Bit Error Rate (BER)
BER is defined by number of error bits divided by total number of transmitted bits, as shown in the below equation -

BER 

N ErrorBit
N BitsTransmitted

100

(39)

The bit error rate (BER) is the number of bit error to the total number of transmitted bit. As an example, assume that the transmitted
bit sequence is 0110001011
And the following are the received sequence of bits 0010000010
Here bit error obtained is 3. So, BER in this case is 3/10, i.e. 0.3
P. Correlation Coefficient (CC)
A correlation coefficient is a measure of linear relationship between two random variables. The value of correlation coefficient can
vary from -1 to 1. If the value is perfect -1 or 1 that indicates both variables are linearly related. If the value is 0 that indicates there
is no relation between the said variables.
Moreover, the sign indicates that the variables are positively related or negatively related . There are three types of correlation
coefficients: Pearson’s coefficient (r), Spearman’s rho coefficient (rs) and Kendall’s tau coefficient (τ). The Pearson’s coefficient,
which is also known as product-moment correlation coefficient, is the most widely used popular correlation coefficient. It is given
by paired measurements (X1,Y1), (X2,Y2)…(Xn,Yn) as mentioned in (40):
n

Corrp 

  X  X Y  Y 
  X  X   Y  Y 
i

i 1

i 1

i

2

n

i

n

i 1

2

(40)

i

Where X and Y are the mean of (X1,X2…Xn) and (Y1, Y2…Yn) respectively. Correlation Coefficient can also be used as quality
metrics to measure similarity between two signals.
II.
CONCLUSIONS
The background of the existing state of the steganographic research has been discussed. The main categories of steganographic
algorithms are covered in this survey. It encompasses all technical concepts which are used in this paper and explains their nature
along with current advancements.
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